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Pivot your plans confidently and make informed decisions quickly. CCH Tagetik Smart NOW apps are prebuilt cloud solutions that provide you with the out-of-the-box functionality you need to create plans, model
alternate scenarios, and reforecast your business— without IT intervention and at a low cost to you.
Created for fast implementations, you can start assessing the business impact of market changes and
adjusting your plans immediately. By supporting your decisions with dynamic on-the-fly models and indepth real-time analysis, our planning apps give you the insights to support your business and select the
best plan forward.

CCH Tagetik Smart NOW
ON-THE-FLY
DECISION MAKING

CLOUD-BASED

RAPID DEPLOYMENT

Make confident decisions on-the-fly.
Each app uses our powerful data
engine and calculation logic to
produce, compare and adapt plans
quickly. Use our apps to analyze
scenarios, reforecast the business,
assess the financial impact of
operational decisions, and
understand the domino effect of
alternative courses of action.

Access, adapt, and adjust plans
anywhere at any time. Our apps have
all the perks of the cloud — unlimited
scalability, universally accessible —
plus security standards that go
beyond the call of duty.

Getting started is as easy as 1-2-3.
Built for easy, instant
implementation, our apps are
immediately ready for you to use.
Built with a finance-friendly frontend, the solution is intuitive to use
and doesn’t require IT support.

FAST & ACCURATE
PLANNING

PRE-DEFINED
REPORTING TEMPLATES

BEST PRACTICES

Test any scenario before you take
action. By leveraging our powerful
data engine, the Analytic
Information Hub, our apps enable
you to instantly plan, model, and
forecast using detail-level drivers.
Our apps have built-in financial
intelligence, a data repository, and
calculation logic all controlled with
workflow and audit trail.

Spend less time creating reports
and more time on your action plan.
As with all our pre-built solutions,
each app comes with a suite of
reporting templates that are specific
to your planning needs. With the
click of a button, our templates
automatically refresh with your
latest numbers.

There’s no need to build your
processes from scratch. We
determined each app’s pre-built
logic based on standard functions
our customers have consistently
applied to their deployments
over 10+ years.

CCH Tagetik Smart NOW
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Addressing Common Planning Challenges
“Rapid deployment
of planning functionality is
a key priority for our
customers. Based on our
proven experience, we’ve
created a set of
innovative planning
solutions that will provide
the agility needed to stay
competitive in today’s
changing marketplace."
Anthony Marzetti
VP Product Management
CCH Tagetik

•

Quick Deployment: Our cloud-based, pre-built solutions eliminate lengthy
implementation times and reduce dependency on IT.

•

Fast and Accurate Planning: Our powerful data engine, the Analytic
Information Hub, provides detailed results quickly and accurately by
transforming granular financial and operational data.

•

Adapt to Changing Requirements: When the market changes, you can
update assumptions, adjust key drivers, run simulations and what-if
scenarios to determine the best alternate path.

•

Gain Insights and Make Better Decisions: Using dynamic reporting and
analysis tools to drill-down into detail-level data, get the full visibility to key
information to make more informed decisions

•

Save Costs, Save Time and Reduce Risk: Our apps automate time-andresource consuming processes while improving control to give you fast
time-to-value and a lower overall TCO.

Smart NOW Planning Apps
Choose one — or all — of our pre-built planning solutions:
Capital Expenses Planning: Make smart capital purchases. Quickly plan for
new assets, calculate depreciation, and see the financial impact of purchases
down the line. Evaluate long-term needs to ensure your capital expenses align
with future growth objectives.

Why CCH Tagetik?
•

•

Finance-owned: Purpose-built
to be maintained by Finance,
reducing TCO and dependency on
IT.
Unified CPM
Solution: Consolidation,
Planning, Reporting and
Disclosure in one solution.

•

Reliability: Our implementation
team consistently delivers.

•

Cloud without Compromise: On
premises. On cloud. One solution.
The choice is yours.

Cash Flow Planning: Reduce financial risk and improve liquidity. Rapidly
create forecasts and run what-if simulations to determine short-term cash
requirements. Optimize your cash position by creating alternate cash flow
plans and producing precise projections.
Driver Based Planning: Create plans for your unique business drivers.
Simulate sales, cost, or project plans based on industry-specific drivers to
determine the scenario with most desirable financial outcome.
Risk Adjusted Planning: Know your risks and plan to mitigate them. Manage
risks by identifying, measuring, and quantifying risk events using Monte Carlo
simulations and analyzing every possible scenario.
Workforce Planning: Optimize your human capital and manage workforce
needs. Quickly plan compensation, determine employee costs, and track
employee movements throughout the organization.

About Wolters Kluwer | CCH Tagetik
Wolters Kluwer enables finance, legal, tax, and healthcare professionals to be more
effective and efficient. We provide information, software, and services that deliver vital
insights, intelligent tools, and the guidance of subject-matter experts. We understand the
complex challenges that face the Office of the CFO and translate that knowledge into
intuitive, enterprise-scale CCH® Tagetik performance management software solutions
that drive business results. With over 180 years’ experience in the markets we serve,
Wolters Kluwer is lifting the standard in software, knowledge, tools and education.

